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MSI MPG PCI-E 4.0 X16 RISER CABLE

Brand : MSI Product code: OK1-7G15001-W57

Product name : MPG PCI-E 4.0 X16 RISER CABLE

- MPG PCI-E 4.0 X16 RISER CABLE 140mm
- Alternative method for graphics card
- Install the graphics card vertically
MPG PCI-E 4.0 X16 RISER CABLE 140mm

MSI MPG PCI-E 4.0 X16 RISER CABLE:

Unleash the full potential of your gaming setup with our PCIe 4.0 GPU Riser Cable! This cable is designed
to handle the high-speed data transfer demands of the latest GPUs, delivering lightning-fast
performance for an immersive gaming experience. With its improved data transmission capabilities, you
can enjoy smoother gameplay, lower latency, and higher frame rates. Our PCIe 4.0 GPU Riser Cable is
built with quality components and features a flexible design, making it easy to install and use.
MSI MPG PCI-E 4.0 X16 RISER CABLE. Product colour: Black. Length: 140 mm

Features

Product colour Black

Weight & dimensions

Length 140 mm
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